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Abstract
Open pit mines left many regions worldwide
inhospitable or uninhabitable. Many sites are
left behind in a hazardous or contaminated
state, show remnants of waste, or have other
restrictions imposed upon them, e.g., for the
protection of human or nature. Such information has to be permanently managed in order to
reuse those areas in the future. In this work we
present and evaluate an automated workflow
for supporting the post-mining management of
former lignite open pit mines in the eastern
part of Germany, where prior to any planned
land reuse, aforementioned information has to
be acquired to ensure the safety and validity of
such an endeavor. Usually, this information is
found in expert reports, either in the form of
paper documents, or in the best case as digitized unstructured text—all of them in German language. However, due to the size and
complexity of these documents, any inquiry
is tedious and time-consuming, thereby slowing down or even obstructing the reuse of related areas. Since no training data is available,
we employ active learning in order to perform
multi-label sentence classification for two categories of restrictions and seven categories of
topics. The final system integrates optical
character recognition (OCR), active-learningbased text classification, and geographic information system visualization in order to effectively extract, query, and visualize this information for any area of interest. Active learning and text classification results are twofold:
Whereas the restriction categories were reasonably accurate (>0.85 F1), the seven topicoriented categories seemed to be complex even
for human annotators and achieved mediocre
evaluation scores (<0.70 F1).

1

Introduction

In many parts of the world, raw materials were
mined in open pit mines during the last century,
leaving many of these regions inhospitable or uninhabitable. To put these regions back into use, entire stretches of land must be renaturalized, which
means that land must be ecologically restored with
the aim to ultimately increase biodiversity, or recultivated, which means its productivity must be restored, e.g., reused for agriculture, recreational areas, industrial parks, solar and wind farms, or as
building land (Luc et al., 2015). In the following,
we subsume both renaturalization and recultivation
under land reuse. For land reuse, it is essential that
all relevant information about the sites is retained,
which used to be recorded in the form of textual
reports. Such reports include information such as,
among others, hazards, soil composition, or environmental factors. Therefore, having access to all
these reports, it can be determined if a site can be
reused immediately, only under certain conditions,
or not at all in the foreseeable future.
For reaching a sustainable future, the United
Nations (2015) has defined objectives, called sustainable development goals (SDGs). Land reuse is
a shared common denominator among several of
those goals such as “Zero hunger”, “Clean water
and sanitation”, “Sustainable cities and communities”, “Climate action”, “Life below water”, and
“Life on land”. Moreover, it provides co-benefit to
all SDGs as shown by Herrick et al. (2019) and
directly supports “Life on Land”. By implication,
anything that obstructs land reuse also impedes the
fulfillment of several SDGs.
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This work deals with the real-world use case of
post-mining management (Kretschmann, 2020) of
former lignite open pit mines in the eastern part
of Germany. Here, a large number of such documents exist, and moreover, there is metadata maintained, which maps each document to its related
area. Apart from that, before any land can be reused
in these areas, it is legally required that local authorities must be consulted before proceeding any
further. This process includes seeing through numerous legacy documents, which is laborious, timeconsuming and delays a subsequent reuse of such
areas. We address this issue by demonstrating and
evaluating a workflow consisting of optical character recognition (OCR), text classification and active
learning, whose results are then visualized by a Geographic Information System (GIS). By automating
information extraction and making extracted results
available through a GIS, we increase efficiency by
which information about a specific location of interest can be queried. This can accelerate the reuse
of land by supporting the efficiency of employees
managing these areas, and thereby contributes towards the fulfillment of several SDGs.
This necessary review of a multitude of documents, which is obligatory prior to any land reuse,
is aggravated even more by Germany’s federal
structure (German Federal Government, 2016) due
to which land management is a task of the municipalities. The federal government, as well as
the states are responsible for the SDGs’ implementation, which is then passed on to the municipalities, which therefore are effectively responsible
for supporting SDGs. Municipalities, however,
do not have a standardized software infrastructure
(Zern-Breuer et al., 2020), which results in a heterogeneous data management landscape and thereby
makes the implementation of SDGs challenging,
especially for small municipalities. Information
about former lignite open pit mines is stored in independent GISes, related unstructured documents
are stored in dedicated storage systems (either in
form of piles of paper, scanned documents, or even
as digitized text), and the connections between documents and geographic coordinates are stored in
yet other databases. In order to obtain information
about an area of interest, all information must be
contextualized, compiled, and manually evaluated.
Although the presented approach is tailored towards the post-mining management in Eastern Germany, this is relevant to many other countries in

the world, which are also concerned with stopping
lignite and coal mining to reduce CO2 emissions.
To give a few examples, Belgium performed coal
phase-out in 2016, Sweden and Austria in 2020;
Canada will follow in 2030, and Germany in 2038.
All of these countries will need to post-manage
former mining sites in order to reuse the affected
areas. Apart from lignite and coal mining, this is
also true for other mining sites. Once resources are
exhausted or are no longer needed, land has to be
renaturalized or recultivated or will stay deserted
for unknown time.

2

Foundations and Related Work

Sustainability issues have long been politically ignored, but became much more relevant in recent
years. As a result, this societal challenge has recently started to get traction in computer science
(Gomes et al., 2019) and natural language processing (Conforti et al., 2020), where only few previous works study methods to support SDGs: Conforti et al. (2020) classify user-perceived values
on unstructured interview text in order to gather
structured data about the people’s subjective values. This is performed in developing countries to
increase the success of sustainability projects, each
targeted at one or more SDGs, by aligning them to
the encountered values, so that the projects will be
more likely to be continued by the community after
their initial implementation. Similar to us, they
also performs sentence classification to support
SDGs, however, besides using data from a completely different domain, we perform multi-label
classification, use more recent transformer-based
models, and integrate additional geospatial information. Pincet et al. (2019) support the automatic
classification of SDGs in reporting documents in
the form of an official API for the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development),
which is responsible for implementing SDGs and
monitoring the progress thereof. This clearly shows
the problem of an increasing number of documents
relevant for implementing SDGs, and also the need
for tools to support such processes.
There are a variety of OCR engines available,
with Tesseract (Smith, 1987) being a good starting
point. Tesseract offers a number of pre-processing
mechanisms for document images, however, it does
not implement the full range of state-of-the-art
OCR. Image pre-processing as proposed and implemented by the OCR-D project (Binmakhashen
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and Mahmoud, 2019; Neudecker et al., 2019), is
beneficial to additionally extend the tool with the
latest developments in OCR.
In recent years, text classification, like many
other fields in natural language processing, has
experienced a paradigm shift towards transformerbased models (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al.,
2019), which raised the state-of-the-art results on
many tasks. Besides the impressive performance
gains, the main advantage of using a pre-trained
model is that its performance can be translated to
low-data scenarios, which were previously challenging due to deep models overfitting on small
data. Transformers, however, have been shown to
work well on small data (Ein-Dor et al., 2020; Yuan
et al., 2020), and consequently open up new possibilities on previously challenging tasks.
Geographic information systems are a common
technological choice to visualize spatial data on
cartographic maps and have been shown to be invaluable for supporting SDGs (Avtar et al., 2020).
Using a GIS, one can combine a database storing
textual information with the spatial data to support
experts in the decision-making process or to enable
the exploration of data. To support renaturalization of a river valley, Matysik and Absalon (2012)
used a GIS to analyze hydrological aspects in the
area and develop a plan for renaturalization. Similarly to our work, they also combined several layers of features in the GIS. A recent toolbox of the
commercial ARCGIS software called LocateXT
(ESRI) can connect a larger number of unstructured
datasets into a running GIS, however, although it
can automatically link information and coordinates
from the data, it does not support the extraction and
processing of unstructured information and other
attributes providing further information.

3

Data

We use data from the Lausitzer und Mitteldeutsche
Bergbauverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH (LMBV)1 ,
who are responsible for the management and reuse
of abandoned mining sites in the eastern part of
Germany. For this purpose, they archive and manage all documents related to sites in this area, and
issue new documents if required. Moreover, they
are obligated to provide reliable information about
the managed lands for the public on request. Such
requests require, among others, to inform about
any restrictions for the specific area, which can be

found in the associated documents. An illustrated
example is shown in Figure 1.
For research, the LMBV provided us with 31,605
of such documents (16,883 for the region Lausitz2 ,
14,722 for the region Mitteldeutschland3 ). The oldest documents date back to the 1960s, but scans
were only produced within the last 20 years. The
documents encompass several different types, for
example, reports, drilling logs, expert opinions,
statements, plans, maps, and correspondences. The
quality of the scans varies from excellent to fair
quality. Moreover, some documents are stored in
other digital formats (.doc, .docx, .odf) and others
are stored as scanned images. The documents have
different origins: They are authored by the companies mining the open pit mine, by the LMBV
managing the closed open pit mines, by companies
responsible for certain subtasks such as building
infrastructure, or by other experts. They include
documents from the time when open pit mines were
actively mined but also documents created after the
mines were closed. Besides the documents, our
dataset contains over 30,000 geographic features.
These features are described as points, lines, polygons and multipolygons, and can be visualized in
a GIS. In addition, these data are provided with
additional non-spatial information, such as the geographical affiliation of the documents mentioned.
3.1

In this work, the goal is to find restrictions and
topics, which are described in Table 1 and which
will be used as labels during text classification.
Restrictions are formulated in many different
ways, e.g., a specific action may be forbidden,
an action may require specific preceding steps
to be allowed, or the action may be explicitly
allowed under certain circumstances. Moreover,
a restriction may refer to certain topics, e.g.,
restricting a construction method depending on
the weather. Regarding topic labels, due to the
different types of documents, they vary largely.
For example, geotechnical issues can be frequently
found in experts’ opinions from geotechnical
experts but may also appear in reports, statements
or correspondence. Thus, topics are not limited to
certain type of document and within one document
or even one sentence more than one topic may
appear. Likewise, restrictions can be found in
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lusatia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Central_Germany_(cultural_area)
3

1

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/LMBV

Labels
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Figure 1: Example of a typical documentation. Part of the textual reports are passages about restrictions or prohibitions in the described area. (The background image consists of two photos, one by sludgeulper (left background,
CC BY-SA 2.0), and the other by Johannes Kazah (right background, CC BY-SA 2.0). The resulting image changes
the originals only by adding overlays (to the front) and is also licensed under the CC BY-SA 2.0 license.)

most types of documents and describe known
issues with the associated area. Those labels are
deductively defined and reflect the requirements of
the most frequent requests to the LMBV. Since this
label system is specifically defined for this novel
approach, no training or pre-labeled data could be
provided by the LMBV, but for each label example
sentences and common keywords were defined.
3.2

OCR

For documents which are not digitized yet, the
text is extracted using Tesseract4 and best practices regarding German language from the OCR-D
community (Smith, 1987; Neudecker et al., 2019;
Binmakhashen and Mahmoud, 2019). The major
challenges here were: (1) The vast number of documents make it infeasible to optimize OCR parameters for each document, therefore OCR has
to be optimized with regard to the whole collection. (2) There is no manually transcribed evaluation data. (3) The documents are written by humans without any review process making erroneous
words or grammar very likely. For these reasons,
and because of the many varying document types,
investigating OCR quality is impractical and therefore outside the scope of this work. However, we
use the built-in Tesseract evaluation procedure to
judge the overall quality of the process and apply
further filtering to cope with difficult documents
and insufficient OCR quality.
OCR pre-processing steps for the images included orientation analysis and rotation, resizing
of the image (400dpi), denoising, lighting intensity correction, binarization, and deskewing. Light4

https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/
tesseract

ing intensity correction only improved the result
in some cases but worsened the result in others.
It is therefore only used if it improves the result
based on the confidence score from Tesseract as
explained below. Denoising converts the images
into grayscales, applies a dilution filter, an erosion
filter, and finally, a median blur filter.
The quality of the results is measured by evaluating the confidence score as produced by Tesseract
which provides a word level confidence score reflecting the OCR quality. We aggregated the word
level confidence score to a page level confidence
score by averaging over all recognized words, resulting in a score between 0 and 100%, and assigning pages without recognized text a score of 0%.
Again, the document quality and layout is very heterogeneous and annotating a test set for the OCR
process would lack completeness. We identified
45,141 (Mitteldeutschland) and 35,256 (Lausitz)
pages in the document dataset. We accept all pages
for our experimental dataset which are evaluated
with a confidence score of more than 75%. Without
pre-processing only 45% of the pages are detected
with a confidence score of at least 75%. The correct pre-processing improved the OCR result to
97% of pages exceeding the defined threshold for
the region Lausitz (from 44% to 93% for region
Mitteldeutschland, respectively). In 93% (Lausitz)
and 83% (Mitteldeutschland) of the pages with a
confidence below 75% the original documents do
not contain any recognizable text. Hence, the majority of unrecognized or insufficiently recognized
documents does not contain proper amounts of text.
3.3

Datasets and Splits

In order to obtain both a point of reference for evaluation and an initial set of labeled data for the initial
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Restrictions
Topics

L ABEL

D ESCRIPTION

E XAMPLE

Prohibition

Statements which actively prohibit or restrict
actions in general or conditionally.

Machines heavier than 30t are forbidden, landslide hazard.

Requirement

Requirements limit usages and/or are directives
what is to be done.

The area must be secured with ’no trespassing’signs.

Weather

Weather-related phenomena, consequences, and
protection measures.

Shore areas must be avoided during heavy rain.

Construction

Statements about construction plans, construction sites, or construction procedures.

Only one-storey buildings should be placed
around the marina.

Geotechnics

Information related to the ground, e.g., about
soil, stability, or slopes.

Slopes must be protected against the effects of
the weather.

Restricted area

Indicates a limited accessibility, mostly due to
hazards, soil stability, or safety precautions.

Always keep a distance of at least 50m to the
shore.

Planting

Plans, reports, or specific details about the type
of plant and location of plantings.

Native species of bushes must be planted on the
slope, to stabilize it against rupture.

Environment

For renaturalization, it is often strictly regulated
where to plant, what, types etc.

Forest operations are forbidden during breeding
season.

Disposal

Instructions concerning storage and disposal of
(building) materials.

Contaminated soil must be cleaned and provably
be disposed of.

Table 1: Description of restrictions and topics, illustrated by examples (translated from German into English).

active learning model, we manually labeled a subset of 2000 sentences. For each label, we defined
a set of keywords (see Appendix Table 3), which
are used to find sentences in the unlabeled data,
that likely belong to that label. This is necessary
because of the high ratio of unlabeled to labeled
sentences in most documents, i.e., a majority of
the sentences in the complete dataset will not have
any label assigned. Keywords were used to locate
restrictions and prohibition candidates. From this
candidate pool, we select candidates for the topic
categories utilizing further keyword matching. In
doing so, we take a maximum of 150 examples
per topic category. If no more than 300 candidates
can be found for a topic category, we only include
half of them in the candidate list to leave examples of such rare categories for active learning in
our unlabeled dataset. Since we want to demonstrate the capabilities of active learning this is a
necessary decision. Additionally, we added more
than 700 randomly drawn sentences, resulting in
a dataset of 2000 sentences in total. This dataset
was annotated by three different (non-expert) annotators with the help of a guideline describing
each label. We measured the inter-annotator agreement with Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff, 2011)
which resulted in values between 0.91 and 0.7, with
Restricted Area as the most agreed label and Construction the least agreed label between annotators.
This confirms our observation that labeling in this

domain is challenging and needs domain expertise.
We combine the annotations of all annotators by
majority voting in order to obtain more stable judgments of our non-expert annotators (Nowak and
Rüger, 2010). “Requirement” is the most frequent
label, while “Weather” is the least frequent. The
true label distribution is unknown, but at least some
of the labels seem to occur very rarely. We split the
annotated dataset into training (500 samples), validation (500 samples), and test (1000 samples) set
using iterative stratification (Sechidis et al., 2011)
to preserve the label distribution in all three sets
(see Appendix, Table 5).
3.4

Geospatial Connection

The linkage of the non-spatial data (i.e., the documents and predicted restriction and topic labels)
and the spatial data (e.g., coordinates for certain
areas) can be represented as a graph. For this, the
documents and the associated areas are expressed
as nodes. Then, edges are used to link these document nodes to their corresponding area node. The
graph serves as an efficient data structure, which is
necessary to make the data available in a GIS and
to enable the answering of requests by linking and
collecting the required information.
The predicted labels can be integrated into the
data model with the following procedure: For each
topic (see Table 1), an additional node is created
carrying the label description as a node property.
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Restrictions that have not been classified more precisely by a topic are grouped together under a
generic topic node. Then, edges are created for
each restriction, pointing from the associated topic
node to the document node from which the restriction originated. Additional information about the
restrictions is available as attributes of the respective edges. This includes the sentence from which
the restriction is derived and the confidence value
from the text classification algorithm. These attributes are attached to the edge instead of the document node itself, since a document can lead to
several restrictions either related to the same topic
or a different topic (e.g., “large installations may
not be built” [construction-related] and “may not
enter shore areas during heavy rain” [weather, restricted area]). Thus, a document node may be
connected to (one or more) topic nodes via several
edges that contain more detailed information about
restriction and the corresponding sentence.
Many queries can be realized with this data structure. For example, it is possible to efficiently query
which restrictions exist in the same topic, in the
same document, or in the same geographic area,
since only the corresponding nodes need to be followed in the data model. This enables, in particular,
an exploratory search that incorporates information
from existing projects that may be relevant for a
given request (see the use case in Section 6).

4

Approach

The goal of our approach is to detect restriction and
topic labels at the sentence level. Subsequently, we
can map predicted labels to geospatial data, which
is already available in a structured format. This
means, with a process chain of OCR, text classification, and GIS, we can effectively detect the
presence or absence of labels at geographic coordinates of interest. In the end, this can be directly
used to manage land reuse efforts, thereby supporting aforementioned SDGs. As existing OCR
solutions are tried and tested, and the geospatial
link is already given, the main challenge of this
method is text classification, namely: (1) There
is no predefined industrial standard for the labels
which are not formally defined but given by some
exemplary formulations and keywords provided
by the LMBV. Consequently, the definitions are
incomplete and new formulation not using the keywords are expected. (2) The documents exhibit a
domain-specific, often convoluted, vocabulary.

4.1

Text Pre-processing

Since the following text classification depends on
the quality of the raw text obtained through the
OCR step, which we observed to be rather noisy
owing to the structure of some documents, we
applied a series of pre-processing steps: We detect
word wraps and remove the hyphen, convert line
breaks into white space, and finally trim repeated
sequences of white space. Subsequently, sentence
segmentation was performed using syntok5 . In
order to filter out sentences which are obviously
erroneous, e.g., sentences containing only gibberish words, we filtered all sentences which violate
the properties of a valid sentence (Goldhahn et al.,
2012). This was achieved by a set of regular
expressions and filter rules, which detect improper
sentences, e.g., sentences which contain too many
special characters, start with a lowercase letter, or
are missing a terminal punctuation character.
4.2

Text Classification and Active Learning

Using the extracted sentences described in Section
4.1 as input, our goal is to classify restriction and
topic labels. In contrast to standard text classification datasets, the LMBV data, like most real-world
data, provides no labels. Manually labeling documents, however, is time-consuming and therefore
costly, especially when some labels are very rare.
For this reason, we use active learning (Lewis and
Gale, 1994), which works as follows: In an iterative process the active learner presents unlabeled
data to a user, which the user has to label. The purpose of this is to reduce the total labeling effort, by
identifying samples that add the most value to the
current model. The key for this is the query strategy, which selects examples to be labeled by the
user. After labeling the presented samples, a new
model is trained, and the loop is repeated, either
for a specific number of rounds, or until a stopping
criterion is met. We assume the pool-based scenario (Settles, 2010), in which the active learner
has access to all unlabeled data. Since no labels are
provided, and the percentage of sentences having
at least one label is quite small, randomly sampling data is not an option, and AL is the obvious
choice. Because it is easier for the human annotator to focus on only a single set of labels during
the AL process, the text classification is realized
using one independent classifier each for restric-
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5

https://github.com/fnl/syntok

tions and topics (see Table 1). As the single labels
under both restrictions and topics are not mutually
exclusive, we train a multi-hot-encoded multi-label
classification for both label sets.

5

Experiments

We evaluate multi-label active learning performed
by three human annotators, who each train a sentence classification model for classifying restrictions and topics, resulting in two runs per person.
5.1

Pre-processing and Experimental Setup

Starting from the initial model, which is trained
on the train set (described in Section 3), active
learning is performed iteratively: (1) 10 unlabeled
sentences are presented to the annotator; (2) The
annotator may assign zero, one, or multiple labels
per sentence; (3) The newly-assigned labels are
added to the train set, and a new model is trained.
This process is repeated for 50 iterations.

is a larger gbert model available, we opted for the
base variant due to its efficiency, which results in
lower turnaround times of an AL step for the practitioner. We encode the labels as multi-hot encoded
vectors. The model is trained using a softmax binary cross-entropy loss.
During each active learning iteration, the previous model is fine-tuned for 40 epochs using a
learning rate of 5e−5 on the data that has been labeled to this point. To avoid overfitting, we stop
early when the validation loss has not changed for
more than 5 epochs.
5.3

Table 2 shows the classification scores of aforementioned setting evaluated by three annotators
and compared to an automated text classification
baseline. The baseline is a gbert-base model
F1 B.
LABEL

Data We use train, validation and test splits, as
defined in Section 4.1, and an unlabeled pool consisting of 312,299 sentences.
Query Strategy For the query strategy, which selects the sentences to be labeled, we use predictionentropy-based (Roy and McCallum, 2001) uncertainty sampling (Lewis and Gale, 1994), which selects the most uncertain samples, e.g., in this case
those whose predicted class posterior exhibits the
highest entropy. Since inference on transformers
is computationally expensive, and we aim to keep
the waiting times at a minimum, at the beginning
of each iteration, we subsample the whole unlabeled pool randomly by selecting 4096 examples
(Mukherjee and Awadallah, 2020). Moreover, because the ratio of unlabeled sentences to sentences
having at least one label is quite large, we adapt
the query strategy to balance classes, by considering the class predictions and sampling evenly over
the labels. In case this is not possible, e.g., when
there is no prediction for a certain label, we fill
the remainder with the remaining most uncertain
samples, regardless of the predicted class.
5.2

Model and Training

Regarding the classification, we fine-tune the pretrained gbert-base model (Chan et al., 2020),
which has 110M parameters and is the best performing German transformer model for text classification at this number of parameters. While there

Results

A1

F1 AL
A2
A3

AVG .

R ESTRICTIONS
Prohibition
Requirement

0.93
0.84

0.96
0.86

0.96
0.86

0.94
0.84

0.95
0.85

MICRO
MACRO

0.87
0.90

0.88
0.91

0.88
0.91

0.86
0.89

0.87
0.90

T OPICS
Weather
Construction
Geotechnics
Restr. Area
Planting
Environment
Disposal

0.53
0.58
0.58
0.89
0.78
0.73
0.73

0.71
0.63
0.50
0.92
0.73
0.79
0.72

0.73
0.64
0.54
0.91
0.69
0.77
0.74

0.77
0.63
0.53
0.90
0.61
0.73
0.72

0.74
0.63
0.52
0.91
0.68
0.76
0.73

MICRO
MACRO

0.70
0.69

0.72
0.71

0.72
0.72

0.70
0.70

0.71
0.71

Table 2: Active learning experiments, performed by
three human annotators. “AVG.” is the annotator average over all three runs. “F1 AL” shows the final scores,
broken down by annotator. “F1 B.” is a text classification baseline that is trained on the initial training set.
For each label and annotator, we used McNemar’s test
(McNemar, 1947) with α = 0.05 to test for significant
change in the predictions compared to the baseline: We
report obtained p-values, indicated by an underlined result for p < 0.05, and bold text for p < 0.01.

trained on the initial data, i.e., without using AL at
all. AL improves overall both micro-F1 and macroF1 for topics by up to 3 percentage points, whereas
improvements for restrictions seem marginal.
While the overall result improves just slightly,
looking at the single labels, we can see consider-
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able changes between plain text classification and
active learning. Previously underperforming labels like “Weather” and “Construction” improve
on average by 5 to 21 percentage points in F1.
Smaller improvements can also be seen for “Restricted Area” and “Environment”, and “Disposal”
stays about the same. Unfortunately, “Geotechnics” and “Planting” and also drop in performance
by 6 and 10 percentage points respectively. Interestingly, when we compare the difference in the
relative quantities of co-occurring labels before
and after the AL process, we find that the labeled
pool changed notably during AL. We observed that
(1) the average number of labels per sentence increases; (2) label co-occurrences shift considerably
and some combinations even appear for the first
time; (3) every combination of topic labels occurs
together in the data, which is not the case for our
keyword-bootstrapped train set. (The exact numbers be seen in the Appendix, Figure 4-6).
All in all, this indicates that AL is beneficial and
improves classification metrics by a small amount,
and moreover, many samples with previously rarely
or even unseen label combinations are found. Apparently, as these notable changes only lead to a
small difference in F1, this new value of having

more diverse label combinations is difficult to measure here against our keyword-bootstrapped test set.
The only solution to a more representative test set,
however, would require massive annotation efforts,
since labels may be very sparse.

6

Visualization and Interaction Use Case

As an example, we present a workflow regarding
areas which may not be entered during heavy rains
for safety reasons. To answer a request (see Section 3), which e.g., is asking if a specific area may
be entered, the expert uses the GIS, centers the
map on the corresponding area, and displays the
associated features (e.g., active dismantling areas,
see Figure 2 A). To enable the expert to analyze
the different feature categories, the displayed features are colored by category as suggested by Ware
(2012). Since areas can overlap in the map display,
all features are colored only semi-transparently.
Information immediately prohibiting certain activities is identified by clicking on a feature, which
displays the non-spatial data in an information
panel (Figure 2 A-B). To keep the expert’s overview
of the selected features, they are represented with
a striped texture. All restrictions that result from
the documents linked to the selected feature are

Figure 2: (A) Two geographic features of type ”active dismantling” are displayed on a map. One feature was
selected by mouse click (orange striped texture). The weather map is shown as isobands, with precipitation values
represented by shades of blue (dark blue tones indicate areas with high precipitation values). The information
panel is displayed on the right hand side. It contains the non-spatial data of the selected geographic feature (B), as
well as the usage restrictions together with a list of other features with similar usage restrictions (C).
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listed (Figure 2 C). The entries are grouped by the
restriction type and sorted by a confidence value
(Figure 2 C1 and C2 ). The document title and the
sentence from which the restriction is derived are
indicated. A click on the title opens a new window
for reading the document. This list provides the
expert with direct feedback on which documents
might be relevant and, without reading them completely, an overview of which usage restrictions
are present. This information is crucial for the experts, as it can have a significant impact on planned
projects and their planning time. Additionally, the
area described by a document can be superimposed
with weather data. In this way, decisions regarding conditional restrictions (e.g., “may not enter
shore areas during heavy rain”) can also be made
more quickly and directly on the basis of the system. The selected features overlap with a heavy
rain area represented by isobands, therefore the request is directly answered and access to the area is
currently prohibited (Figure 2 A).
However, for other restrictions, more information may be necessary, because experts often compare the region of interest with similar regions.
Therefore, we provide a filter to highlight all features within the same restriction topic (Figure 2 C).
By analyzing similar regions, the expert can derive recommendations for action, which might be
necessary for the land reuse of an area. Recommendations for possible usage restrictions can also be
derived in this way. Furthermore, this comparison
can prevent actions from not being taken or from
being taken too late, because the current information does not make them appear necessary, but it
is clear from similar projects that they may nevertheless become necessary. This leads to a safe and
quick reuse of regions maintained in that manner
since precautions can be taken in advance.

reuse, which directly contributes to several SDGs.
Further research is needed to shift recall towards
100% to minimize false negatives, then correcting
false positives in the system.

7

Ram Avtar, Ridhika Aggarwal, Ali Kharrazi, Pankaj
Kumar, and Tonni Agustiono Kurniawan. 2020. Utilizing geospatial information to implement SDGs
and monitor their progress. Environmental Monitoring and Assessment, 192:1–22.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have presented and evaluated a
system which automates information requests related to the post-management of former open pit
mines by leveraging unstructured and geospatial
data. We used active learning for multi-label text
classification to extract restrictions and topics from
unstructured text in legacy documents and visualized the results using a GIS. As a result, targeted
queries about restrictions and topics at specific geographic locations can be obtained much more efficiently, thereby speeding up the process of land
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Figure 3: Label co-occurrences.

A.4

Relative Label Co-occurrence

We show the relative label co-occurrence for the
initial labeled set in Table 4 (normalized per row).
On the other hand, Table 5 shows the relative labels
co-occurrence of the samples selected by the query
strategy. The difference between those two Figures
is shown by Figure 6.

Rubina Zern-Breuer, Margrit Seckelmann, Nora
Regös, Heinrich Lorei, Kathrin Annika Kruse,
and Marco Brunzel. 2020. Voruntersuchung zur
Einführung eines einheitlichen Geodatenmanagements in Rheinland-Pfalz. Projekt rlp-GDM – Projektbericht. Speyrer Arbeitshefte, (245):1–94.

A
A.1

Data
Keywords

For each label, the keywords used to create the
dataset are shown in Table 3.
A.2

Figure 4: Samples found by keyword matching (labeled data).

Inter-Annotator Agreement

In Table 4 we report Krippendorff’s α and Fleiss’ κ
for three human annotators.
A.3

Absolute Label Occurrences

Table 5 shows the absolute label distribution and
Figure 3 shows the co-occurrence among labels.
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L ABEL
Prohibition
Requirement
Weather
Construction
Geotechnics
Restricted area
Planting
Environment
Disposal
Figure 5: Samples found by the query strategy.

Prohibition
Requirement
Weather
Construction
Geotechnics
Restricted area
Planting
Environment
Disposal
Figure 6: Difference between the labeled data (after
active learning) and the initial set.

Restrictions

F LEISS ’ κ

0.8988
0.8303
0.7400
0.6991
0.7095
0.9140
0.7579
0.7542
0.8118

0.8995
0.8317
0.7506
0.7010
0.7150
0.9143
0.7653
0.7555
0.8138

Table 4: Krippendorff’s alpha and Fleiss’ kappa for
each label, each sample in the dataset was annotated
by three different annotators.

L ABEL

Topics

K RIPPEN DORFF ’ S α

TRAIN

TEST

VAL

TOTAL

47
149
17
84
34
69
23
68
34

93
299
34
168
68
136
47
135
69

47
149
17
84
34
68
24
68
35

187
597
68
336
136
273
94
271
138

Table 5: Label distribution in the train-, test-, and validation data set

L ABEL

K EYWORDS

E NGLISH T RANSLATION

Prohibition

’verboten’, ’nicht gestattet’, ’nicht erlaubt’, ’untersagt’, ’unbefugt’, ’darf nicht’

’not permitted’, ’not allowed’, ’banned’, ’unauthorized’, ’may not’

Requirement

’müssen’, ’muss’, ’darf’, ’nur’, ’maximal’,
’beachten’

’must’, ’must’(inflected), ’may’, ’only’, ’at
most’, ’consider’

Weather

’Nebel’, ’Wetter’, ’Sturm’, ’Starkniederschlag’,
’Frost’, ’Trockenheit’, ’Regen’, ’Schnee’, ’Temperatur’

’fog’, ’weather’, ’storm’, ’heavy rainfall’, ’frost’,
’drought’, ’rain’, ’snow’, ’temperature’

Construction

’Bebauung’, ’überbauung’, ’errichten’, ’Fenster’, ’Mauer’

’Construction’, ’build on’, ’construct’, ’window’, ’wall’

Geotechnics

’geotechnsch’, ’Gelände’, ’Risse’, ’Absenkung’,
’Boden’, ’Sohle’

’geotechnical’, ’terrain’, ’crack’, ’sinking’,
’soil’, ’horizon’

Restricted area

’Aufenthalt’, ’Uferseitig’, ’betreten’, ’befahren’,
’anlegen’

’stay’, ’shore-sided’, ’enter’, ’drive on’, ’dock’

Planting

’Bäume’, ’Baum’, ’Pflanzen’, ’fällen’, ’forst’

’trees’, ’tree’, ’ plants’, ’chop’, ’forest’

Environment

’Nester’, ’Arten’, ’Umwelt’, ’geschützt’

’nests’, ’species’, ’environment’, ’protected’

Disposal

’lager’, ’entsorg’, ’abfall’, ’verbringen’, ’verklappen’

’store’, ’disposal’, ’waste’, ’remove’, ’dumping’

Table 3: Keywords used for dataset generation (in German) and their English translation.
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